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Abstract
The demand for truck transportation is increasing and in the shadow the CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions.
In many parts of the world the majority of the transportation of goods is done by long-haulage trucks.
More than 60% of all goods transported in Brazil are made by trucks (André Luiz Cunhaa, 2011).
Therefore, it is critical to find solutions and actions on how to reduce the CO2 footprint.
This thesis presents an evaluation of the knowledge and perceptions of sustainability among truck drivers
and long-haulage freight transport companies in Brazil. For this, surveys to drivers and with a
combination of surveys and interviews to logistics companies were done. The surveys and interviews
covered energy and environmental related questions such as eco-driving, alternative fuels, fuel reductions
actions, emissions, engine efficiency and the EU emissions standards.
It has been found that only slightly more than half of the truck drivers have education in eco-driving
despite that eco-driving is considered as the strongest action for reducing fuel consumption. In addition,
many drivers do not know the benefits with eco-driving. However, this lack of knowledge among the
drivers is in contrast known by the logistic companies. All logistics companies stated that eco-driving can
decrease the fuel consumption by 10%, based on experience. The results are also an indication that there
is a connection between companies with profit and eco-driving education. For companies with profit,
70% of the truck drivers have been educated in eco-driving, whereas companies with economic loss only
50% of the truck drivers are educated eco-driving . Another finding is that around half of the driver does
not know the difference between the European emissions standards, again in contrast to the logistic
companies management were all contacted knew the difference, i.e. emissions. This potentially indicates a
lack of knowledge exchange between the management in logistic companies and the truck drivers.
In addition to eco-driving, the drivers and logistics companies consider driving outside peak hours and the
use of connectivity as strong actions for reducing their fuel consumption. Increasing the load capacity and
custom made truck was not a frequent answer when asking how the drivers think they can reduce their
fuel consumption. A result is also that one third of the logistic companies have been considering switching
from petroleum diesel to alternative fuels.
Both the truck drivers and the logistic companies know that the currently used trucks are not a sustainable
transportation mode. They see the lack of economic incentives as the highest barrier for a more
environment friendly transportation system and not the technology needed.
In order to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from the long-haulage sector, more drivers must be
educated in eco-driving and the knowledge has to be increased regarding among other the benefits with
eco-driving and the difference between the Euro standards. Decreasing the amount of empty trips is also
an approach that should receive more attention.

Keywords: Brazil, eco-driving, Euro classes, Heavy duty transport, Scania, long-haulage, logistics service
providers, sustainability, trucks, energy efficiency
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Abstrakt
Efterfrågan på lastbilstransporter ökar och därmed utsläppen av koldioxid. I många delar av världen görs
majoriteten av godstransporter av lastbilar. Mer än 60% av alla gods som transporteras i Brasilien utförs av
lastbilar (André Luiz Cunhaa, 2011). Därför är det viktigt att hitta lösningar och åtgärder för att minska
koldioxidavtrycket från sektorn.
Denna uppsats presenterar en utvärdering av kunskapen och uppfattningarna om hållbarhet hos de
lastbilsförare och godstransportföretag i Brasilien. För detta genomfördes enkätutdelning till förare och
med en kombination av enkätutdelning och intervjuer hos logistikföretagen. Undersökningarna och
intervjuerna omfattade energi- och miljörelaterade frågor som eco-driving, alternativa bränslen,
bränslereducerande åtgärder, CO2 utsläpp, motor effektivitet och EU: s utsläppsnormer (Euro 1-5).
Det har visat sig att endast drygt hälften av lastbilschaufförerna har utbildning i eco-driving trots att ecodriving anses vara den starkaste åtgärden för att minska bränsleförbrukningen. Däremot vet många förare
inte fördelarna med eco-driving. Denna brist på kunskap bland förarna är däremot känd av de
logistiskföretagen ledning. Samtliga logistikföretag uppgav att eco-drivning kan minska
bränsleförbrukningen med 10%, baserat på erfarenheter. Enkätresultaten visar också en indikation på att
det finns en koppling mellan företag med vinst och eco-driving. För företag med vinst har 70% av
lastbilschaufförerna utbildats i eco-driving, medan företag med ekonomisk förlust där endast 50% av
lastbilschaufförerna är utbildade eco-driving. Ett annat resultat är att ungefär hälften av föraren inte
känner till skillnaden mellan de europeiska utsläppsnormerna, i motsats till logistiskföretagens ledning där
alla kontaktade visste skillnaden, det vill säga utsläpphalten. Detta indikerar en brist på kunskapsutbyte
mellan ledningen i logistikföretag och lastbilsförarna.
Förutom eco-driving ser både lastbilschafförerna och logistikbolagen körning utanför rusningstraffiken
samt användning av connectivity som starka åtgärder för att minska bränsleförbrukningen. Att öka
lastkapaciteten och custom made trucks var inte ett vanligt svar när enkäten frågade hur förarna tror att de
kan minska sin bränsleförbrukning. Ett resultat är också att en tredjedel av de logistiskbolagen har
övervägt att byta från petroleumdiesel till alternativa bränslen.
Både lastbilsförarna och logistikföretagen vet att de för nuvarande använda lastbilarna inte är hållbart ur
ett miljöperspektiv. De ser bristen på ekonomiska incitament som det högsta hinderet för ett
miljövänligare transportsystem och inte brist på teknik.
För att minska utsläppen av växthusgaser från långdistanssektorn måste fler förare utbildas i eco-driving
och kunskapen måste ökas, bland annat med fördelarna med eco-driving och skillnaden mellan Euronormerna. Att minska antalet tomma resor är också ett tillvägagångssätt som bör uppmärksammas mer.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The sector with the fastest increasing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is the road transport sector which
currently accounts for 16% of the global CO2 emissions (OICA, 2016). The sectors energy consumption is
increasing by 1.4% per year due to an increasing population, progressing urbanization and a growing
economy (EIA, 2016).
At the COP21 (The 21st session of the Conference of the Parties) meeting in Paris in December 2015, the
world‟s leaders decided to limit the increasing world temperature at 2°C (Focus, 2015). However, the
world was not on track to reach the 2°C target in 2016 (Rockström, 2016). Brazil committed at COP21 to
reduce its GHG (greenhouse gas) emission by 37% by 2025 compared to 2005 levels (United Nations,
2015). This creates new opportunities and challenges for the companies involved since global freight
transport is expected to double by 2030 compared to 2014 (Clausen, 2014). In 2009, 30% of the total CO2
emissions from the road transport sector came from heavy-duty trucks, and is expected to increase to a
larger share (IEMA , 2011). Thus, the emissions are raising complex problems and sets challenges for the
freight transport in urban and rural areas. For urban areas there are actions for reducing the emissions
such as the use of biofuels and electricity, off-peak hours delivery and interconnection between transport
companies, among others.
However, solutions for the long-haulage freight transport are more complex, since biofuels have not been
implemented to a substantial sector of the industry and electricity is not currently not feasible in longhaulage applications (Burak Sen, 2016). For the Brazilian market the solutions are linked to the biomass
and biogas resources the country is offering (Nigro, 2016). Brazil is the 9th largest liquid fuels producer in
the world (EIA, 2015) and Brazil was the 9th largest energy consumer in 2015 (Nexsteppe, 2015) and its
consumption is expected to increase by 80% by 2035 compared to 2013 (Al-Saffar, 2013). In Brazil, 86%
of the population lives in an urban area (Worldbank, 2015). Considering the spatial dimension of Brazil,
this leads to a high demand for long-haulage truck transportation between cities.
In 2014, long-haulage truck companies have unfortunately met reducing sales in Brazil. Brazil‟s GDP
reduction in 2015 was -1.3% despite two years earlier the World Bank projected a growth for the same
time period up to 3.8% (World bank, 2015). This economic setback is affecting the focus on sustainability
and the GHG reductions. Today approximately 60% of all goods are transported by trucks in Brazil
(André Luiz Cunhaa, 2011). Furthermore, the paved highway network is around five times larger than the
rail system (Peter Wanke, 2013). Thus, reducing the GHG emissions from the current truck transportation
is important.
Transport companies want to establish a more environmentally friendly transport by increasing the energy
efficiency, increase the use of alternative fuels and electrification, as well as through smarter transport
concepts (Follér, 2016). Smarter transport concepts include a reduction of the number of empty trips,
trips with full cargo utilization as well as choosing the most energy efficient delivery route. For the
European market the sales of more environmentally friendly freight vehicles are increased by different
incentives, which in contrast is missing in the Brazilian market today (Estefania Marchán, 2015).
This thesis presents an evaluation of the knowledge and perceptions of sustainability among truck drivers
and long-haulage freight transport companies in Brazil. Knowledge and the perception were investigated
concerning energy and environmental aspects. This was done by interviewing the companies operating in
the long-haulage sector and survey distribution to the truck drivers in Brazil. From this, the current
knowledge state was found and potential knowledge improvements suggested towards sustainable
transport sector in the case of Brazil.
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1.2 Literature review
Studies found that drivers in the long-haulage sector are willing to reduce their fuel consumption by using
eco-driving in Europe (R. Thijssen, 2013) and have a positive attitude towards eco-driving support
systems (Carina Fors, 2015). Despite this fact, eco-driving has often been an overlooked action for climate
change mitigation (Jack, 2009).
Researchers have recommended that Brazil should switch to more biofuels (Emilio Lèbre La Rovere,
2011), expanding the share of biofuels and invest in more efficient transport infrastructure and increase
the economic incentives to achieve more environment friendly heavy duty transportation (Luomi, 2014).
In addition, research on how to reduce the emissions from the long-haulage transportation in the country
have been made as well as are highlighting the needs for policies were investigated (Howard Geller, 2003).
Others studies have also pointed out that fuel switching could reduce the CO2 emissions significantly in
the Brazilian transport system (Graca, 2003) and heavy duty vehicles is a sector with a large potential for
energy efficiency improvements(IRENA, 2016). It has also been found that the lack of information
distribution about technology performance causes slow adoption of environmental friendly transport
technologies (Heather Klemick, 2014). For instance, increasing driver training and maintenance are factors
that could improve the present situation regarding to the GHG emissions in Brazil (Darido, 2011).
How the knowledge and perceptions i.e. awareness regarding the actions and measures for reducing the
GHG emissions for the logistics companies and drivers are nevertheless not clear and is a building block
in the transition for a sustainable long-haulage sector in Brazil. This thesis investigated, among other, the
drivers and the logistics companies‟ perspective and knowledge regarding a more environmentally friendly
truck transportation in the long-haulage segment. Since the demand for transport services is expected to
grow in the future many small companies will probably grow (Clausen, 2014) and therefore small
companies are important to investigate like this thesis is.
This thesis extends the knowledge base about the knowledge and perception of truck drivers and logistic
companies concerning energy and environmental aspects to consider to enhance sustainability for longhaul transportation. This information is important for incentives, regulations and policy makers among
other.

2 Objective and research questions
The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the perceptions regarding sustainability among truck drivers and
long-haulage freight transport companies in Brazil. For this, the current state of the knowledge and
awareness from truck drivers and logistic companies are collected using surveys and interviews concerning
the sustainability in this sector.
Two research questions were investigated as follows
1. How is the current knowledge base and perception of sustainability among truck drivers and logistic companies
in the long-haul transport sector in Brazil?
2. What are the similarities and differences of the knowledge base and perceptions between the truck drivers and
logistic companies in the long-haul truck transport sector?
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2.1 Scope
This thesis investigates the logistics companies and truck drivers of long-haulage transport in São Paulo.
The concept long-haulage refers to transport of good on roads over long distances, e.g., hundreds to
thousands of kilometers (Tengdelius, 2012).
Sustainability in this thesis refers to the following aspects: Alternative fuels, engine fuel efficiency, ecodriving, the European emissions standards, transportation mode and smarter i.e. better planning of trips
etc. In order to see patterns the companies size, economic situation, type of driver employment, the
companies priorities were included in the investigation to conclude patterns. Electricity is nothing that has
been included in the surveys since this is not feasible at present for long-haulage transport in Brazil (Zhao,
2016).

3 Methodology
3.1 Methods
Both quantitative and qualitative methods were combined to investigate the knowledge base and
perceptions of both truck drivers and logistics companies concerning sustainability in the long haul truck
transport sector in Brazil. Surveys were used since it is an effective approach when collecting quantitative
data from a field of interest (Visser, 1996). A combination of surveys and interviews is a common and
effective action to obtain opinions and perspectives (Given, 2008).
A quantitative approach was taken for the surveys to the drivers. A combined version of quantitative and
qualitative for the logistics companies. The multiple choice survey with intervals to the logistics companies
and the drivers resembled, but in addition the survey to the logistics companies contained open questions
as well.
When designing a survey the following criteria‟s have to be taken into account: What the goals are with
the survey, what the target population is, how much time it will take to answer the questions and how the
results will be analysed (University of Wisconsin, 2010). In addition, the words used in the survey have to
be clear for the target group (Mike Luck, 2000), this is why the word sustainability were not used in the
surveys to the drivers. Scania employyed with experience in similar driver investigations were analysing the
survey before used. This was crucial in order to avoid misunderstandings and assumtions. The survey used
for the truck drivers and the logistics companies are presented in the appendix in Portuguese (as used) as
well as in English. The surveys and interviews were regarding energy and environmental aspects including
factors for being able to difference drivers and companies including company size, companies economic
result, the driver employment type etc.

3.2 Survey and interviews with logistic companies
The survey contained 22 closed questions followed by 10 open questions. It can be considered as an
interview, since the answers from the survey were filled in by the survey creator/interviewer
(Socialresearchmethods, 2006). The interviews were done through phone calls and company visits in. The
interviews were performed with six logistics companies located in the state of São Paulo. The companies
were chosen from Scanias customer base. All contacted accepted the invitation for a meeting or a phone
interview. The smallest company interviewed consisted of 220 employees and the largest had around
14 000 employees. The interviewees were done either with the transport manager or the owner of the
company.
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3.3 Survey to drivers
During 2015, there were 1.46 million registered trucks in Brazil (DENATRAN, 2015) and 181 survey
result were obtained. This survey was a questionnaire of 22 closed questions and the respondents was by
themselves filled in the answers. To clarify, the drivers did not work for the logistic companies contacted
in this research. For the interviews with truck drivers, locations were chosen based on number of truck
drivers, time available for interview and the type of truck drivers‟ service i.e. only long haulage transport.
For this, the survey was distributed at three different locations around São Paulo.
The survey distribution was done among other at the gas station Sakamoto in Guarulhos at highway 116
which is one of the largest gas stations in Brazil. Here the drivers come from the whole country and in
some cases from other countries in Latin America (Henrique Silva Bombanaa, 2016). The majority of the
drivers are long-haulage drivers with heavy trucks. Many of the industries located in the south part of
Brazil transport goods to the north part on the highway 116, i.e. the road between Rio de Janeiro and São
Paulo (Giovani Otavio Rissi, 2008). At this station 84 surveys were distributed.
The gas station Posto Aldo Locatelli in Santos at the highway 101 was also a place where survey
distribution took place. Many of the drivers at this location transport goods between Santos and São
Paulo. The majority of the trucks are here heavy trucks. At this station 72 surveys were distributed.
In addition, outside the truck manufacture Scania gates in São Bernardo do Campo where the
driversusually wait for supplying Scania with goods the survey were distributed. At this location 25 surveys
were distributed.
At all locations a strong willingness to participate in this study was given among the drivers. The majority
of the drivers understood all questions in the surveys, i.e. they did not ask for clarifications. The usual time
to answer all questions by one truck driver amounted to 5-40 minutes.

4 Concepts explained
The following chapter defines and explains key concepts used in the surveys and during interviews. The
benefits and drawbacks for different actions regarding among other fuel consumption will be described
and what some concepts are build up on. In addition, the chapter outlines why there were used.

4.1 Type of employment for drivers
In the survey to the drivers the first question was regarding what kind of driver the respondents were.
This was done to be able to observe patterns. In Brazil, the most common categories are the following.
Employed: Truck drivers categorized as „employed‟ have an employment contract with a company and do
not use their own truck.
Hired: In this category the drivers are „hired„ to work for a company and often have a longer restricted
contract linked to a company. Hence, the drivers have an own truck but often the decals on the truck are
from the company they are hired to drive for.
Self-governing: The drivers who have their own truck and are „self-employed„ i.e. they have their own
company. This type can become a hired. This type can take jobs from different companies but also
through private operators.
4.1.1 Eco-driving
Eco-driving is linked to fuel consumption, GHG emissions, vehicle wear but also road-traffic noise
(Elisabeth Lauper, 2015). Most drivers have a positive attitude to eco-driving (Carina Fors, 2015).
However, people are seeing the concept eco-driving differently (Sanna M. Pampel, 2015). There are also
various eco-driving support systems (EDSS) that are indicating the fuel consumption, advice on gas pedal
-13-

pressure, gear and more. This information can however be a distraction for the drivers (Ahlstrom, 2016).
These driver assistant systems are one of many actions against the GHG emissions. However, the travel
time can be approx. 5% longer with the eco-information system (Gilka, 2013).
The reasons for high fuel consumption for trucks are speeding (33%), strong acceleration (25%), idling
(20%), strong turns (16%) and strong breaking (6%) (Boriboonsomsin, 2015), eco-driving is decreasing
them all. Eco-driving is strongly connected to cost, since 40% of the operation cost consists of the fuel in
Brazil (World Bank NLTA, 2012). Implementing eco-driving is a cost saving and effective method for
reducing fuel consumption for all types of vehicles and does not require any infrastructure cost (Yanzhi
Xu, 2016). The fuel saved by using eco-driving in the truck marked has been found to be between 5-15%
(Hans Jakob Walnum, 2015). By implementing eco-driving skills in a bus sector, a study found that the
fuel consumption was 16.9% lower than before the training (Mark J.M. Sullman, 2015). When looking
outside the truck market, eco-driving have found to be able to save 15% fuel (Samantha L. Jamson, 2014).
Other researchers include the term “service your car to the manufacturer‟s schedule” and control tire
pressure in to eco-driving (Ian Jeffreys, 2015). Insufficient tire pressure increases fuel consumption in
Brazil by an average between 5-7% (Netz, 2011). Worldwide during 2012, 180 billion liters of fuel was
used to overcome friction (in engines, transmissions, tires, auxiliary equipment and brakes) in heavy-duty
vehicles (Kenneth Holmberg, 2014). Since maintenance is connected to the fuel consumption it was
included in question 19 to the drivers. Eco-driving is thus a broad term and can include among other the
following.
Speed: By driving at a constant speed with the highest gear, the fuel consumption can be reduced in
relation to a more accelerating and braking driving pattern (Diken, 2007). The most fuel efficient speed is
different from vehicle to vehicle due to engine specifications and can be between 56 km/h to 80 km/h
(Natural Resources Canada, 2016). It have been found that by reducing the highway cruising speed by 4
km/h fuel up to 3% diesel can be saved (Scania, 2008), however the time traveled increases.
Gear choice: By choosing a higher gear, a lower rpm (revolutions per minute), is achieved and thereby the
fuel consumption is affected positivity. Thus, when accelerating it is beneficial to gear up as quickly as
possible. Most engines have the highest efficiency when the rpm is low. For example, when cruising below
1200 rpm instead of 1350 rpm, 3% diesel can be saved (Bassett, 2011).
Breaking and accelerating: By accelerating smoothly, the fuel consumption during the process is lower
comparing to a rapid process. Also by accelerating smoothly, the driver has the option to see barriers in
the traffic coming up and can thereby avoid a braking process. During an aggressive accelerating the
torque can be peaked and is affecting the consumption strongly. Both braking and accelerating should be
tried to be minimized and can be done by having a more planned and defensive driving pattern.
Engine shut down: During a traffic light stop, it is beneficial to turn off the engine and can be done at
many cases, especially if the traffic signal is displaying a timer. Start-stop systems (engine shut down when
stopping) are used for many cars but also for trucks (Green truck partnership, 2015). In relation, modern
engines do not need a warm up (IRU, 2014).
Forestall smooth traffic: By driving according to traffic rules and by using the flasher indicators the drivers
driving in the same area have the option to plan and reduce unplanned and aggressive breaks and thereby
save fuel. This is also strongly connected to safety aspects and a traffic accident often creates a traffic jam
and thereby increasing the emissions drastically.
4.1.2 Alternative fuels
The Brazilian plan is to increase the blend of biofuels in the diesel (Barros, 2016). Today B7 is used which
consist of 7% biofuels, and is planned to increase from the current 7% to 10% by 2019 (ATO, 2016). The
previous can be linked to the fact that, in Brazil, the majority of the biodiesel is from soya beans and the
potential to increase the production is strong since the resources are sufficient (Rodrigues, 2013). The
benefits for using biodiesel are besides the fact that it decreasing the emission, B100 reduces the GHG
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emission with 74% (LCA related) in relation to petroleum diesel (Teresa L. Alleman, 2016), it can also
increasing the energy security and safety. Safety since it hurt the environment less if spilled out (Rodrigues,
2013).
In the surveys alternative fuels could be selected and the selection of options were based on the common
alternative fuels in Brazil primarily e.g. CNG (compressed natural gas 69.2 grCO2/MJ), biogas (22.5
grCO2/MJ), ethanol (28.7 grCO2/MJ) and biodiesel (47.6 grCO2/MJ) (Energimyndighet, 2014).
Electrification or hydrogen are not economic realistic options at the moment in long-haulage (IEA, 2013)
and therefore were not used in the survey.
4.1.3 Custom made trucks
Few truck companies offer a custom made truck i.e. an optimal truck size for the transportation purpose.
A case study found out that a truck with 700 hp (horsepower) will, on average, consume 5.8 l more fuel
per 100 km than a truck with 500 hp (Hans Jakob Walnum, 2015). A custom made truck solution for
purpose will thus result in lower fuel consumption and thereby lower emissions.
4.1.4 Connectivity
Connected vehicles are the concepts when the vehicle is connected wirelessly and send real time data to a
database (Volvo, 2013). This data can present the route taken by the driver, the cruising speed, the fuel
consumption, servicing intervals, the cargo capacity, acceleration style, braking habits, the stops and more
that may be of interest (Daimler, 2014). Due to the geographic landscape, around 50% of all truck trips
are done with empty trucks in Brazil (Nigro, 2016). Connectivity may also indicate possibilities for
platooning (for more information read regarding platoon driving below). Furthermore, many route
decisions are based on the shortest distance and are not always equal to the shortest time and also not
show the most environment friendly way (George Scora, 2014). Connectivity have the possibility to
establish and present the most efficient way. Vehicle routing is an essential part for reducing the C02
emissions (Tolga Bektas, 2011). Connected truck fleets in the European market have shown that, on
average, trucks drive only with 60% of the cargo capacity (Scania, 2016). Hence, connectivity can map
many factors linked to fuel consumption including interlinking in order for reducing the amount of empty
trips.
4.1.5 Platoon driving
The definition of this concept is when several trucks are travelling behind each other like a convoy and the
air drag (due to the slipstream effect) is reduced after the first in the line (Sebastian van de Hoef, 2016).
This has both the possibility to reduce the fuel consumption but also increase the safety since it is
minimizing the human mistakes (Carl Bergenhem, 2014). 90% of all traffic accidents are due to the
human‟s mistakes (Government of Netherlands, 2013).
A case study concluded that the fuel consumption can be reduced with approximately 13 %, when the gap
between the trucks was 10 m (Tsugawa, 2013). Other researchers found that platoon driving can save
around 7-16% fuel for the following trucks (Winder, 2016). Furthermore, driving with the windows open
at high velocity increases aerodynamic drag on the vehicle and thereby increases fuel consumption (IRU,
2014).
4.1.6 Cargo capacity
By increasing the trucks cargo capacity (volume, load area and weight capacity) fewer trips are necessary of
the capacity is utilized. Thereby it can decrease the emissions and cost for the transportation. The larger
the truck, the higher fuel consumption per truck, however the lower the fuel consumption per ton km
travelled (Backman, 2002). This approach goes against the trends when companies are trying to focus on
JIT (Just in time) deliver, outsourcing services, smaller shipments with higher frequencies (Lumsden,
2013). Furthermore longer trucks are benefiting the wear on the roads (due to lower axle loads), increase
the room on the roads (due to fewer trucks), decrease congestion cost and decrease the total number of
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traffic accidents (Stefan Larsson, 2008). A reason for this is since all axels have their own breaking system
since this decreasing the braking distance. In the European union the total number of length for a truck
with trailer can be up to 25,25 m. In Brazil however the maximum length of a truck can be up to 30 m,
this requires transit authorization (IRU, 2008). Heavy trucks are linked to fewer traffic fatalities and
accidents compared to smaller trucks (José I. Castillo-Manzano, 2015). Noteworthy, in the Swedish market
the fraction of trucks with a weight of 26 or more have been increasing by 60% since 2005 (Trafikanalys,
2015).
4.1.7 Companies size
This is related to question 4 in the survey. The definitions for small companies are different for different
countries and continents (Khrystyna Kushnir, 2010). For Latin America small companies are considered
to be 1-100 employees and as large with more than 100 employees. 91% of Latin American companies fall
into this category (World bank, 2013).
In this thesis, the definition for small was thus defined as companies with 1-100 employees, companies
with more than 100 employed were defined as large. This separation was done to distinguish the
companies in terms of size. According to previous research, the average truck companies have nine trucks
in the company and in 2008 around 20% of the companies had more than 100 trucks (RNTRC, 2008). It
is estimated that trucking comprises more than 574,000 businesses, among them, the majority is
independent owner-operators (World Bank NLTA, 2012).
4.1.8 European emissions standards
The Euro classification systems refers here to the emissions reductions for vehicles with mass over 3.5 ton
(trucks) (European commission, 2016). A higher EU emissions standard indicates lower emissions levels.
The emissions linked to the EU emissions standard are among other CO, HC and NOX. For example,
Euro five engines is reducing the CO emission from 4,5g/kWh to 1,5g/kWh and the NOx emission from
8g/kWh to 2g/kWh compared to Euro 1 (European Union, 2007). This is regarding question 22 and does
not include the concept EEV engines (Enhanced Environmentally friendly vehicle) since the Euro classes
is the most well-known and most widely used concept.

5 Results and discussion
This chapter presents the result from the surveys to the truck drivers (in section 5.1) and the logistic
company surveys and interviews (in section 5.2). Section 5.3 presents the similarities and differences of the
knowledge base and perceptions between the truck drivers and logistic companies. The figures show the
results in absolute numbers of answers and the percentage in parentheses to the right of the bars.

5.1 From drivers surveys
The results show that 65% of the truck drivers were employed by a company, 24% was self-governing
drivers and 9% were hired to drive for a company. Among the employed drivers in a company, 77% of
the drivers were employed in a small company (≤ 100 employees), 23% worked for a large company
(>100 employees).
Slightly more than half (56%) of the drivers have education in eco-driving. However, the knowledge
regarding eco-driving is low. More than half of the drivers do not have awareness regarding how much
eco-driving can decrease the fuel consumption (see Fig 1). Surprisingly, the awareness of the fuel saving
potential by eco-driving is low both for the drivers with and without eco-driving education. Noteworthy,
drivers with eco-driving education know the benefits with a higher EU emissions standard more in
relation to the drivers without eco-driving education. For the drivers with eco-driving education, 61%
knew about the emissions reduction potential. For the drivers without eco-driving education, 48% knew
that the emissions are the difference.
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Figure 1. Expected fuel reduction by eco-driving from drivers.
The question used: How much fuel do you think eco-driving can decrease?

The results reveal, after analyzing all the data, 69% of the truck drivers in companies with economic profit
have got eco-driving education (see Fig 2). In companies with loss, 50% of the drivers have got ecodriving education. Hence, this result was from analyzing the driver answers regarding their companies
economic situation. The question used was simply: How is the economic situation in your company?, with
the answer alternatives: Profit, loss or “I don‟t know”. This indicates that profitable companies educate
their drivers more with eco-driving than companies with loss. Nevertheless, driver surveys results indicate
that eco-driving are as common in large companies compared to small companies. Hence, eco-driving
education is not more common in large companies according to the driver surveys.
With eco-driving

50%

Without eco-driving

Answered by: 35 drivers

Companies with loss
69%

Companies with profit

0%

Answered by: 30 drivers

50%

100%

Figure 2. The truck drivers companies in regards to profit/loss regarding eco-driving
The question used: How is the economic situation in your company?

Differences

Around half of the drivers know the difference between the EU emissions standards (i.e. emissions
reduction), (see Fig 3). No relation between the drivers employed type or their companies size have been
found in the answers except eco-driving education as mention above. Despite of the name “European
emissions standards” this regulation is also used in Brazil. A reason for this is since the majority of the
long-haulage trucks are from European companies.
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Figure 3. The drivers understanding of what the difference is between the EU emissions standards.
The question used: What is the difference between Euro 3, Euro 5 and Euro 6?

The drivers consider eco-driving as a powerful action for reducing the fuel consumption (see Fig 4).
Driving outside peak traffic hours and connectivity are also common answers when asking the drivers
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how they think they can reduce the fuel consumption. In contrast, custom made trucks and increasing the
load capacity were not a popular choice. See section 4 for more information regarding the measures.
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Figure 4. What the drivers think are the most powerful actions against high fuel use.
The question used: How do you think you can reduce the fuel consumption?

The majority of all the truck drivers see the truck as the most emission emitting freight transport mode in
relation to ferry, train and airplane (kgCO2/tkm transported), see Fig 5. This illustrates that the truck
drivers are aware of the emissions related to the truck transportation.
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Figure 5. What mode of transport the drivers are considering the most emission releasing type.
The question used: Which transport mode do you relate to the most emissions releasing? (kgCO2/ton transported)

The most popular fuel that has been considered to be implemented for the driver companies is biodiesel.
This subject is a complex subject since in Brazil all petroleum diesel was blended with 7% biodiesel (B7)
during 2016. During March 2017 the blend were increased to 8% (B8). The Brazilian plan is to increase
the blend to 10% (B10) in 2019 (Brazilgovnews, 2017). In relation, when asking the drivers “What kind of
fuels do you relate lower emissions with?”. Biodiesel (32%) and CNG (23%) are the most popular
answers. These two fuels are the fuels available at many gas stations as well.
Regarding the economic situation for the drivers company, the results indicate that that 20% answered
that their company made an economic profit, however 36% of the drivers answered that they did not
know the economic situation. Noteworthy, none of the drivers employed in a large company (i.e. >100
employees) stated an economic loss. However, only 30% of the drivers worked for a large company
reported a profit. Hence, the majority did not know the economic situation in large companies. In
addition, the majority of the companies focus on costs (28%), load capacity (17%) and transportation time
(14%), whereas only a few focus on their environment impact (8%).
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The drivers consider the lack of incentives (28%) for a more environment friendly transportation system
as the highest barrier, development of infrastructure (19%) and lack of knowledge and the cost barrier
(18%). The least number of drivers consider technology as a barrier (13%). From this and the above (what
the drivers companies are focusing on) illustrates that the drivers don‟t focus on lowering the emission but
know that the solutions for it are available.
Global warming (34%), smog (33%) and the greenhouse effect (19%) were the popular answers when
asking the drivers what they relate emissions with. To clarify, the global warming is an effect from the
greenhouse effect (EPA, 2013). Hence, the drivers know that the smog is an affect from the road
transport.
When comparing the eco-driving education linked to the truck brands, it cannot be stated that this is a
factor connected to the truck brand. Hence, truck brand and eco-driving education does not have a
connection. The drivers were driving trucks manufactured by Mercedes-Benz (28%), Scania (23%), Volvo
(17%) or Volkswagen (16%). However, the previous do not correspond to the truck manufacture market
shares in Brazil (Statista, 2013).

5.2 From logistic companies interviews
All six large (>100 employees) logistic companies interviewed had the opinion that eco-driving can save
around 10% of fuel which corresponds to other researches (Scania, 2016). All companies stated that ecodriving was an action they had introduced in their company and the majority of them pointed out that
periodic and frequent learning are necessary to keep the fuel consumption as low as possible. This view
has been established among researches as well (Bori-boonsomsin, 2015). Furthermore, regarding fuel
consumption, half of the logistics companies (3/6) thought that connectivity can be a strong action
against high fuel consumption. In addition reducing the number of empty trips was also a common
answer when asking how they think they can decrease the fuel consumption.
All logistic companies are aware of that the difference between the EU emissions standards is the
emissions reduction, the CO2 emissions are not linked to the Euro classes (European commission, 2016).
One third of the logistic companies (2/6) stated that they had considered introducing an alternative fuel.
Both companies stated ethanol as the fuel being investigated. However, ethanol had not been used yet,
due to large investment costs and operation costs. In addition, most of the companies interviewed (4/6)
do not have a team or a person responsible for environment or sustainability.
During the interviews it was also revealed that half of the transport companies are trying to find solutions
to reduce the number of empty trips. Nevertheless, the largest company contacted (in terms of the
number of employees) has found solutions for this with interlinking trips and reducing trips with empty
cargo. This reduces both costs and CO2 emissions.
Two thirds (4/6) of the logistic companies stated that the truck is the most emissions releasing transport
mode.
Another common response was regarding if Brazil have the power to achieve their defined goal regarding
the reduction of GHG (Brazil committed to reduce their GHG emission by 37% till 2025 compared to
2005 levels (United Nations, 2015)). Here all (6/6) claimed that this goal is not possible. This is feasible
for Brazil (Climateactiontracker, 2016). This illustrate that the knowledge and awareness regarding the
environmental aspect can be increased and should be promoted.
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5.3 Similarities and differences of the knowledge base and
perceptions between and the truck drivers and logistic
companies
Since a similar survey was used to the truck drivers and the logistic companies, a comparison between
their answers was done. However to clarify, no drivers working for the logistic companies took part of
this investigation. The results show that the majority of the drivers were employed by a small company
(77%). This fact can be a disadvantage for a sustainable transport sector since small companies often do
not have the capital to invest in new trucks that are capable of decreasing the emissions (with higher
efficiency and a higher Euro standard). In addition, small companies have a lower opportunity to reduce
the number of empty trips since they have fewer opportunities to find efficiency enhancements.
The survey result indicated that eco-driving-education is as common in large companies compared to
small companies. This is, in contrast to the interviews result from the logistic companies since these
indicated that eco-driving education is more common in large companies since all logistic companies
stated that eco-driving is an education that the strong majority of their drivers possess. Thus, it is not clear
if large companies have more drivers with eco-driving education compared to small companies.
The result also shows that all logistic companies have the opinion that the fuel saving potential with ecodriving amounts to 10%. Among the drivers only 12% have the opinion that eco-driving gives fuel savings
of 8-11%. In addition, 45% of the drivers do not know the fuel saving potential and 23% of the drivers
answered that eco-driving can lead to fuel reductions between 4-6%. Thus, the logistic companies
management knows the fuel saving potential to a much higher extent in relation to the drivers. Ecodriving can reduce the fuel demand with 10% in (Scania, 2016), and should be more taught to the truck
drivers.
Furthermore, all the logistic companies are aware of the difference between the EU emissions standards,
i.e. emission reduction with increasing EU emissions standard class. However, only 54% of the truck
driver know this difference. By comparing the result from the small companies with the large companies
from the surveys it reveals that the knowledge base is similar. Thus, around half of the drivers do not
know the difference with the EU emissions standards in both large and small companies. This illustrates
again that information and knowledge sharing can improve the situation.
Both the drivers and logistic companies are aware that both eco-driving and connectivity are actions to
reduce fuel consumption. However, among the logistic companies half of them (the three largest logistic
companies being contacted) pointed out that reducing the amount of empty trips are a strong and possible
action. Among the drivers only 11% share the same opinion. The previous indicate that reducing the
amount of empty trips are a possibility the logistic companies do not transfer to the drivers.
The logistic companies and the drivers share the opinion regarding the largest barrier to a more
environmentally friendly transport area namely the lack of incentives from the government, development
of infrastructure and the lack of knowledge among the drivers and companies operating in the truck
sector. Lack of technology was the last least popular answer among the drivers which goes in line with the
result from the logistic companies. No logistic company claimed that the lack of technology is a barrier.
According to the driver surveys, 46% of the drivers companies have investigated the use of alternative
fuels. Among the logistic companies the share is 33%. Therefore it cannot be stated that it is more
common among large companies to investigate the use of alternative fuels. On the other hand, both the
drivers and logistic companies relate biodiesel and CNG with lower emissions. The blend of biofuels in
the biodiesel was not included in the question or answer. Noteworthy, biogas was not a common answer
from any (drivers or logistic companies) and illustrates the lack of knowledge related to the biogas and the
low emissions from it. However, the drivers share the related effects from the emissions with the logistic
companies which are the global warming, the greenhouse effect and the smog.
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6 Conclusion
The objective of this thesis was to present the current states of both the knowledge and perception of
sustainability among truck drivers and long-haulage freight transport companies in Brazil. Surveys to
drivers and surveys combined with interviews at logistic companies were used to collect information onsite in Brazil. The questions were related to energy and environmental aspects such as eco-driving,
European emission standards, energy efficiency actions, and many others.
The results show that to reach a more environmentally friendly long-haulage truck sector with lower
GHG emissions in Brazil, the share of drivers with eco-driving education has to be increased and the
awareness of the benefits with it have to be strengthen by all drivers, even drivers with eco-driving. At
present, 56% of the drivers have got eco-driving education. However the majority of the drivers see ecodriving as the strongest measure for lowering the fuel consumption. The majority of the logistic
companies stated that frequent education is necessary to maintain the energy efficiency benefits obtained
from eco-driving. If not, the drivers usually go back to old driving habits. This statement is strengthen
from the driver surveys result since few drivers with eco-driving knew the fuel reduction potential by
using eco-driving. All logistic companies stated that eco-driving is reducing the fuel consumption with
10%. This thesis also found a relation between companies with profit and eco-driving education. It
revealed that 69% of the truck drivers in companies with economic profit got eco-driving education. In
companies with loss, 50% of the drivers got eco-driving education.
At present, only 54% of the drivers know that emissions reduction increases with a higher EU emission
standard. However, all logistic companies knew this. This indicates a communication lack between
transport managers and company owners to their truck drivers (employees).
The fuel and the drivers account for more than half of the operation costs in the Brazilian truck transport
sector (Torrey, 2014) and at present the majority of the companies focus on decreasing the operating
costs. However, no large company (>100 employees) stated that they made an economic loss. It is
expected that many small logistic companies will grow in the future (Clausen, 2014). Since the majority of
the truck companies can be considered as small (World Bank NLTA, 2012), an effective way to educate
drivers in small companies with eco-driving has to be found. In addition, more companies must find
solutions for reducing the amount of empty cargo trips. For this, a potential solution could be a
collaboration between the transport companies. However, more research is needed to estimate the
economic and environmental benefits of shared trips in logistic companies.
The majority (60%) of all the drivers consider the truck as the most emission emitting freight transport (in
terms of kgCO2/tkm). The drivers and the logistic companies are however aware that there is technology
available for reducing the emission, and only few companies consider the technological aspects as barriers
towards more environmental friendly long-haulage transportation. In the opinion of both truck drivers
and the logistic companies, the lack of incentives and the lack of development of infrastructure are the
highest barriers to overcome for a sustainable truck transport sector.
In conclusion, this thesis showed that more drivers have to be educated with eco-driving and more drivers
have to gain knowledge regarding the EU emission standards and alternative fuels. The logistic companies
management has to transfer their knowledge regarding the benefits with both eco-driving and the EU
emission standards to the drivers. In addition, the logistic companies have to find solutions for reducing
the amount of empty trips and use alternative fuels with lower releasing GHG.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Survey to drivers (Portuguese’s version, used)
A. Que tipo de motorista é você?
Empregado

Autonomous

Agregado

Outros

B. Que tipo de caminhão você dirige?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

MAN

Outros

C. Você recebeu algum treinamento de condução econômica?
Sim

Não

D. Quantos funcionários trabalham em sua empresa totalmente?
Só uma

Menos que 10

de 10 a 50

de 50 a 100

de 100 a 500

de 500 a 1000

E. Quais são os resultados financeiros da sua empresa ultimamente?
Em lucro

No ponto de equilíbrio área

Em perda

Eu não sei

F. O que sua empresa está tentando focar? (Por favor selecione 3 você pode selecionar mais)
Capacidade de carga

Flexibilidade

JIT (Just in time) a entrega

Custo

Disponibilidade

Meio ambiente/reduzir as emissões

Tempo de transporte

Cadeia logística enxuta

Outros

G. A sua empresa tem uma equipe ou pessoa responsável pela gestão da sustentabilidade/ambiente e relações
corporativas?
Sim, um grupo/equipe

Sim, apenas uma pessoa

Não

Eu não sei

H. Tem a sua empresa considera usar combustíveis alternativos?
Sim

Não

I. Se sim, que combustível alternativo a sua empresa considera usar?
(Por favor selecione 2 você pode selecionar mais)
O gás natural/CNG

Biodiesel

HVO (óleo vegetal hidrogenado)

Biogás(GNV/Biometano)

Bio etanol/ED95

GNL (gás natural liquefeito)

DME (éter dimetil)

Hidrogênio

GLP (gás Liquefeito de Petróleo)

Outros

Nenhum

Eu não sei

J. Dos combustíveis abaixo qual você considera que emite menor quantidade de poluentes?
(Por favor selecione 2 você pode selecionar mais)
O gás natural/CNG

Biodiesel

HVO (óleo vegetal hidrogenado)

Biogás(GNV/Biometano)

Bio etanol/ED95

GNL (gás natural liquefeito)

DME (éter dimetil)

Hidrogênio

GLP (gás Liquefeito de Petróleo)

Outros

Nenhum

Eu não sei
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K. Os clientes de sua empresa exigem serviços com menor impacto ambiental?
Sim.

Só algumas vezes

Não

Eu não sei

L. Como você acha que você pode reduzir o combustível?
(Por favor selecione 3 você pode selecionar mais)
Diferentes hábitos de condução

Reduzir as viagens vazias

Condução Platoon

Operar fora de horários de pico de trânsito

Caminhões autônomos

O aumento da capacidade de carga

Caminhões customizados

Outros

Colher dados de condução eletronicamente, conectividade

Eu não sei

M. Qual o modo de transporte que você considera que tenha o maior emissão impacto ambiental?
(kgCO2/ton transportado)
Balsa

Trem

Avião

Caminhão

Eu não sei

N. Quais são as maiores barreiras para um transporte mais amigável do ponto de vista do meio ambiente?
(Por favor selecione 2 você pode selecionar mais)
Tecnologia

Custo

A falta de incentivos do governo

Falta de conhecimento

Desenvolvimento de infra-estruturas

Outros

O. As emissões e poluição estão relacionados com:
(Por favor selecione 2 você pode selecionar mais)
Aquecimento global

Efeito estufa

Fumaça

As doenças humanas

Escassez de água

Oceano acidificado

Alagamento

Ondas de calor

Elevação do nível do mar

Qualidade do ar

De outros

Eu não sei

P. Quais empresas você relaciona como amigas do meio ambiente?
(Por favor selecione 2 você pode selecionar mais)
Fiat

Chevrolet

Hyundai

Iveco

Toyota

Jeep

Ford

Volvo

Scania

Volkswagen

Mercedes-Benz

De outros

Q. Qual empresa oferece maior gama de motores movidos a combustíveis alternativos?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

Ninguém

Eu não sei

R. Que marca têm a maior economia de combustível para o segmento de transporte de longa distância?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

Ninguém

Eu não sei

S. Uma combinação de condução econômica com melhores serviços podem reduzir o consumo de combustível
em média?
1-3%

4-6%

8-11%

12-14%

15-16%

Eu não sei
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T. Qual/Quais os fornecedores de caminhão oferecem caminhão a Etanol?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

Ninguém

Eu não sei

U. Qual/Quais os fornecedores de caminhão oferecem caminhão a Biodiesel?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

Ninguém

Eu não sei

V. Qual é a diferença entre o euro 3, Euro 5 e Euro 6?
Reduções de emissões

Consumo de combustível

Eu não sei

W. Você quer ser anônimo?
Sim

Não

Posso talvez ser contactado e responder a mais perguntas.

X. Você tem alguma coisa que você deseja adicionar ou explicar? por favor, escreva abaixo.

Nome:
Nome da sua empresa:
Informações de contato:
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7.2 Survey to drivers (English version)
A.What kind of driver are you?
Employed

Self-governing

Hired

Other

B. What kind of truck brand do you drive?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

MAN

Other

C.Do you have any education in eco-driving?
Yes

No

D. How many work in your company totally?
Just one

Less than 10

between 10-50

50-100

100-500

500-1000

E. How is the economic situation in your company?
Profit

Break-even area

In loss

I don't know

F. What does your company try to focus on?
(Please, select the three most important)
Load capacity

Flexibility

JIT (Just in time) a entrega

Cost

Availability

Reduce emissions

Transport time

Lean supply chain

Others

G. Does your company have a person or a team responsibility for sustainability/ the environment?
Yes, a group

Yes, one person

No

I don't know

H. Have your company consider to use alternative fuels?
Yes

No

I. If yes, which kind of fuels have your company consider?
(Please select the two most interesting)
CNG

Biodiesel

HVO (Hydrogenated vegetable oil)

Biogas (GNV/Biometan)

Ethanol/ED95

GNL (Liquefied natural gas)

DME (Dimethyl ether)

Hydrogen

GLP (Liquefied petroleum gas)

Others

No one

I don't know

J. What kind of fuels do you related with lower emissions?
(Please select the two most you can relate to the most)
CNG

Biodiesel

HVO (Hydrogenated vegetable oil)

Biogás(GNV/Biometan)

Ethanol/ED95

GNL (Liquefied natural gas)

DME (Dimethyl ether)

Hydrogen

LPG (Liquefied petroleum gas)

Others

No one

I don't know
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K. Have your customer asked for a more environment friendly service?
Yes.

Yes, a few times

No

I don't know

L. How do you think you can reduce the fuel consumption?
(Please select the three you can relate to the most)
Different driving habits

Reduce empty drips

Platooning

Driving outside rush hours

Autonomous trucks

Increase the cargo capacity

Custom made trucks

Others

Connectivity

I don't know

M. Which transport mode do you relate to the most emissions releasing?
(kgCO2/ton transported)
Ferry

Train

Plane

Truck

I don't know

N. What do you think are the biggest barrier to a more environment friendly transport system?
(Please select the two strongest in your opinion)
Technology

Cost

Lack of incentives

Lack of knowledge

Infrastructure

Others

O. What effect do you relate to emissions the most:
(Please select the two you can relate to the most)
Global warming

Greenhouse effect

Smog

Human diseases

Water shortage

Acidified ocean

Flooding

Heat waves

Rising sea level

Air quality

Others

I don't know

What companies is working for a better environment in your opinion?
(Please select the two you can relate to)
Fiat

Chevrolet

Hyundai

Iveco

Toyota

Jeep

Ford

Volvo

Scania

Volkswagen

Mercedes-Benz

De outros

Q. What company have the most alternative fuels?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

What brand have the best fuel efficiency for long-haulage in your opinion?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

S. How much fuel do you think eco-driving can decrease?
1-3%

4-6%

8-11%

12-14%

15-16%

I don't know
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T. What/Which brand/brands offer trucks driven by Ethanol?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

U. What/Which brand/brands offer trucks driven by Biodiesel?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

V. What is the difference between Euro 3, Euro 5 e Euro 6?
Emissions reductions

Fuel consumption

W. Do you want to be anonymous?
Yes

No

I can answer more questions

X. Do you have something you want to add?

Name:
Name of company :
Contact info:
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I don't know

7.3 Survey to logistic companies
1. What kind of trucks do you have, how many and how many from Scania?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

MAN

Outros

2. What kind of products do you transport?

3. How many off your staff have been educated in eco-driving?
Yes, amount:

No one

4. If yes, where and who were educated the drivers?
5. How much fuel do you think eco-driving and frequency maintenance grade can decrease fuel consumption?
1-3%

4-6%

8-11%

12-14%

15-16%

I don't know

6. How many work in your company?
Just one

Less than 10

between 10-50

50-100

100-500

500-1000

7. How is the economic situation in your company?
Profit

Break-even area

In loss

I don't know

8. What does your company try to focus on?
(Please, select the three most important)
Load capacity

Flexibility

JIT (Just in time) a entrega

Cost

Availability

Reduce emissions

Transport time

Lean supply chain

Others

9. Does your company have a person or a team responsibility for sustainability/ the environment?
Yes, a group

Yes, one person

No

I don't know

10. Have your company consider to use alternative fuels?
Yes

No

11. If yes, which kind of fuels have your company consider?
(Please select the two most interesting)
CNG

Biodiesel

HVO (Hydrogenated vegetable oil)

Biogas (GNV/Biometan)

Ethanol/ED95

GNL (Liquefied natural gas)

DME (Dimethyl ether)

Hydrogen

GLP (Liquefied petroleum gas)

Others

No one

I don't know
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12. What kind of fuels does you related to lower emissions?
(Please select the two most you can relate to the most)
CNG

Biodiesel

HVO (Hydrogenated vegetable oil)

Biogás(GNV/Biometan)

Ethanol/ED95

GNL (Liquefied natural gas)

DME (Dimethyl ether)

Hydrogen

GLP GLP (Liquefied petroleum gas)

Others

No one

I don't know

13. Have your customer asked for a more environment friendly service?
Yes.

Yes, a few times

No

I don't know

14. How do you think you can reduce the fuel consumtion?
(Please select the three you can relate to the most)
Different driving habits

Reduce empty drips

Platooning

Driving outside rush hours

Autonomous trucks

Increase the cargo capacity

Custom made trucks

Others

Connectivity

I don't know

15. Which transport mode do you relate to the most emissions releasing?
(kgCO2/ton transported)
Ferry

Train

Plane

Truck

I don't know

16. What do you think are the biggest barrier to a more environment friendly transport system?
(Please select the two strongest in your opinion)
Technology

Cost

Lack of incentives

Lack of knowledge

Infrastructure

Others

17. Brazil will try to reduce their emissions by 37% by 2030 compared to 2005 levels, do you think this will be
achieved?
Yes

No

Maybe

I don't know

18. What effect do you relate to emissions the most:
(Please select the two you can relate to the most)
Global warming

Greenhouse effect

Smog

Human diseases

Water shortage

Acidified ocean

Flooding

Heat waves

Rising sea level

Air quality

Others

I don't know

19.What companies is working for a better environment in your opinion?
(Please select the two you can relate to)
Fiat

Chevrolet

Hyundai

Iveco

Toyota

Jeep

Ford

Volvo

Scania

Volkswagen

Mercedes-Benz

De outros
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20. Which countries do you relate to sustainability?
(Please select 2 you can relate to more)
Brasil

Germany

Sweden

USA

Japan

Norway

Colombia

China

I don't know

21. Who do you think carries the most responsibility for sustainability?
(Please select the two you can relate to the most)
The government

The companies

The customers

Society in general

22. What company have the most alternative fuels?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

23.What brand have the best fuel efficiency for long-haulage in your opinion?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

24. What/Which brand/brands offer trucks driven by Ethanol?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

25. What/Which brand/brands offer trucks driven by Biodiesel?
Volkswagen

Iveco

Ford

Mercedes-Benz

Scania

Volvo

No one

I don't know

26. What is the difference between Euro 3, Euro 5 e Euro 6?
Emissions reductions

Fuel consumption

I don't know

27. What is the definition of sustainability for you?
28. What do you think about the future use of natural gas in the freight transport sector?
29. What do you think about the future use of GNV in the freight transport sector?
30. What do you think have to be done for accomplish a successful implementation of Biogas and Natural gas?
31. What is symbolising a sustainable company in you opinion?
32. Why do you think sustainability is important?
33. Are you worried about the environment?
34. How does your customer look at sustainability/ a more environment friendly transport sector?
35. What would be the most important step for transforming the present transport sector to a more sustainable
one?
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7.4 Graphs from drivers, survey results

Answered by: 181 drivers
Answered by: 175 drivers
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24%

Scania
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65%

9%
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4%
16%

Iveco
Volvo

28%

Self-governing

Ford

23%

Other

MAN

2%

MB

17%

5%
Figure Q A. Type of employment.

Other

5%

Figure Q B. Truck brand the driver use.

Answered by: 176 drivers
Answered by: 175 drivers

One

44%

7%

With

Less than 10

18%

10-50

16%

56%
Without

50-100

11%

26%

100-500
>500

22%
Figure Q C. Fraction of drivers with eco-driving education.

Figure Q D. Number of employees in the company the drivers are working for.

Load Capacity
Answered by: 171 drivers

Answered by: 170 drivers

Cost
Transportation Time

35%

20%
26%

19%

Profit

5%

In breakeven area

5%

Loss

9%

8%

3%
17%

Availability
Lean logistics chain

28%

Don't know

11%

Figure Q E. The drivers company economic result.

Flexibility

14%

JIT
Decreasing
emissions
Other

Figure Q F. What the drivers company is focusing on.
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Answered by: 170 drivers
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Q F. What the drivers company is focusing on (number of answers).

Answered by: 177 drivers

21%

With a team

28%

With a person
34%

No one

17%

Don't know

Figure Q G. Fraction of companies with a team or person responsible for sustainability/environment management.
Answered by: 170 drivers

46%
54%

Yes
No

Figure Q H. Fraction of companies that have considered use of alternative fuels.
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Answered by: 73 drivers

8%

Answered by: 168 drivers

13%

CNG

4%
CNG

75%

Biogás

9%

Biodiesel

10%

23%

Biodiesel

10%

Bio etanol
Hydrogen

Bio etanol

Figure Q I. What fuel the company have been considering to use.

Biogas

16%

32%

Don't
know

Figure Q J. What kind of fuels the drivers are relating low emissions and pollutants
with.

Answered by: 168 drivers
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Q J. What kind of fuels the drivers are relating low emissions with (number of answers)

Answered by: 141 drivers

16%
Yes
22%

51%

Yes, but rarely
No, never
Don't know

11%
Figure Q K. Fraction of customer that have asked for a more environment friendly transport service.
(to the drivers company)
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Different driving habits
Platoon driving

Answered by: 144 drivers

2%

4% 6%

Autonomous trucks
Custom made trucks for purpose
32%

Connectivity

19%

Reduce empty trips
Driving outside peak traffic times
1%

11%
12%

7%

Increase of the load capacity

6%

Others
Don't know

Figure Q L. What the driver thinks is the most powerful action against high fuel use.

Answered by: 137 drivers
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Q L. What the drivers think are the most powerful action against high fuel use. (number of answers)
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Answered by: 139 drivers
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20%
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13%
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1%

Airplane
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60%
Figure Q M. What mode of transport the drivers are considering the most emission releasing type.

Answered by: 136 drivers

Technology
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Lack of knowledge

13%
28%

19%
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Lack of government
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Others

18%

Figure Q N. What the driver are seeing to be the biggest barriers to an more environmentally friendly road transport system.
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Answered by: 142 drivers
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Figure Q O. What the drivers are relating emissions and pollutions with.
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Q O. What the drivers is relating emissions and pollutions with. (number of answers)
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Answered by: 126 drivers
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Figure Q P. What companies the drivers are seeing as the most environment friendly.
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Answered by: 133 drivers

Q N. What the driver are seeing to be the biggest barriers to an more environmentally friendly road transport system.
(number of answers)

Answered by: 126 drivers
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Q P. What companies the drivers are seeing as the most environment friendly. (number of answers)

6%

Answered by: 147 drivers

Volkswagen
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22%

45%
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10%
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Don't know

Figure Q Q. Which company offers the largest range of alternative fuels according to the drivers.
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Answered by: 158 drivers

VW
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11%
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Figure Q R. Brand with the highest fuel economy for the long haulage segment according to the drivers

Answered by: 142 drivers
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Figure Q S. Expected fuel reduction by eco-driving from drivers.
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VW

Answered by: 168 drivers
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Figure Q T. Truck brand offering trucks driven by ethanol according to drivers

Answered by: 168 drivers
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Figure Q U. Truck brand offering trucks driven by biodiesel according to drivers
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Answered by: 158 drivers
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Figure Q V. The drivers understanding of what the difference is between the EU emissions standards.
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7.4.1 Answers in relation to drivers with and without eco-driving
education.

1-3%

8%
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38%

25%
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11%

15-16%

10%

I dont know

Figure Q W. Drivers with eco-driving training. Expected fuel reduction by eco-driving.
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20%
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55%
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Figure Q X. Drivers without eco-driving training. Expected fuel reduction by eco-driving.
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25%

14%

61%
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Dont know

Figure Q Y .Drivers with eco-driving training. The drivers understanding of what the difference is between the EU emissions standards.
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Figure Q Z. Drivers without eco-driving training. The understanding of what the difference is between the EU emissions standards.
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Q AA. Drivers with eco driving training in relation to what kind of truck they have.
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